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QUESTION 1

Which two statements about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure File Storage Service are accurate? (Choose two.) 

A. Customer can encrypt the communication to a mount target via export options. 

B. Mount targets use Oracle-managed keys by default. 

C. File systems use Oracle-managed keys by default. 

D. Customer can encrypt data in their file system using their own Vault encryption key. 

E. Communication with file systems in a mount target is encrypted via HTTPS. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/File/Concepts/filestorageoverview.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

You are an administrator with an application running in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The company has a fleet of
OCI compute virtual instances behind an load balancer. The load balancer backend set health check API is providing a
\\'Critical\\' level warning. You have confirmed that your application Is running healthy on the backend servers. What Is
the possible reason for this \\'Critical\\' warning? 

A. The load balancer listener is not configured correctly. 

B. The security list associated with the subnet In which the backend server is provisioned does not include the IP range
for the source of the health check requests. 

C. A user does not have correct Identity and Access Management (IAM) credentials on the backend servers. 

D. The route table associated with the subnet in which the backend server is provisioned does not include the route for
the OCI load balancer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which storage service is used on OCI for a Data Transfer Service job? 

A. An instance with enough storage to accommodate the job 

B. An object bucket 

C. A File System service instance 

D. Block Volume 

Correct Answer: B 
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https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/DataTransfer/Concepts/overview.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two Oracle Cloud Infrastructure database services allow you to dynamically both scale CPU and storage?
(Choose two.) 

A. bare metal DB system 

B. virtual machine DB system 

C. Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) 

D. Autonomous Transaction Processing (ATP) 

Correct Answer: CD 

If a bare metal DB system requires more compute node processing power, you can scale up (increase) the number of
enabled CPU cores in the system without impacting the availability of that system but you can\\'t increase the storage If
the original DB system VM shape uses a single node, running databases on the DB system nodes are sequentially
stopped and then restarted on the new shape so not dynamic 

 

QUESTION 5

You provisioned an Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and 

imported data into ADW. 

You want to give your business analyst the ability to connect to the ADW database and run queries. Which 

two actions can help you meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a database user account for the business analyst. 

B. Grant the predefined database role DWROLE to the database user. 

C. Grant unlimited tablespace privilege to the database user. 

D. Grant the predefined database role DWADW to the database user. 

E. Grant the predefined database role DWUSER to the database user. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: 

https://oracle.github.io/learning-library/oci-library/L100- LAB/Autonomous_Data_Warehouse/ 

ADW_HOL.html 
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